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Second Accident Occurs

Number 21

ECS Forms Faculty Plant
Advisory Committee

Bus Involved In Fatality
Last week Wednesday, ()s mary z.3)
for the second time in two months,
a Grand Rapids Area Transit Author
ity (GRATA), bus leaving Grand
Valley’s campus was involved in a
fatal accident on '
*
r —
Drive.
The latest fatality, a 22 year old
pregnant woman from Grand Rapids,

occured apparently after the car in
by Susan Collins
which she was a passenger hit an ice
“ If students would like to participate
•lick and swerved sideways into the
they should form a separate com
bu* killing the woman, and injuring
The Executive Committee of the mittee.”
faculty Senate (ECS) agreed Friday to
10 oi the passengers.
VanSteeland also pointed out that
Th<- driver of the car was taken
establish a Physical Plant Advisory staff, physical plant, clerical input was
committee to provide feedback to also deliberately excluded from the
to the hospital where he was listed in
Vice-president for Administration, committee.
critical condition.
Ronald VanSteeland. The committee,
According to Harriet Singleton,
Rod Mulder, chair of ECS,
composed of six faculty members attempted to provide a rationale
Counseler in Grand Valley's Career
(three from north campus and three for the committee ’e membership,
Planning and Counseling Center, there
from south compus as determined by saying, "Faculty members will be
were about 22 faculty, staff, and
the ECS), will advise VanSteclanif on here longer-it’s a more futuristic
students from Grand Valley on the bus
matters relative to policies, procedures approach.”
and several suffered a variety of in
and priorities in the administration of
juries.
The Provost and Vice-president for
the physical plant program.
"A couple lost teeth, one person
Academic Affairs, Glenn Nicmcyer,
suffered a head injury, and one woman
The advisory group will specifi also informed the ECS of the current
is now wearing a neck brace and a
cally address issues such as, campus snag in Grand Valley’s commence
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-The
back brace,” Singelton commented.
development, housekeeping, grounds ment ceremonies for this year. Origi
college community's united opposition
The GRATA drivers were not
maintenance,
environmental
and nally, commencement was scheduled
to President Ronald Reagan's proposal responsible for either of the accidents
energy management, barrier free to be held, May 9, at the Ford Fieldto dismantle the U.S. Department i f
"In both accidents our driver’s
(handicap accessible) safety anu secur house in Grand Rapids. However,
Education is apparently not very were not responsible,” said Carl
ity. Any other issues of importance to Grand Rapids annual "River Run”,
united at all.
Hansen, Operations Manager of
faculty would also be discussed.
which involves approximately 4,000
Proponents of keeping education GRATA, “Accidents occur everyday
Lenore Knox, the Student Senate’s runners and few thousand more in
programs organized on a cabinet and all that we can do is call the
President, questioned the committee’s well-wishers, is also scheduled to take
level-the department was officially County and the City of Grand Rapids
membership consisting solely of facul place on May 9.
opened only last May after some 127 (to have the roads salted or sanded).
ty without any student representation.
Nicmeycr stated that two alterna
years of congressional debate-have
Hansen added, “We do instruct our
“ I’m looking for a very different tives arc being considered to resolve
been mobilizing support since the driven to be extra cautious.”
approach,” VanSteeland responded, the problem (1) a different site; or
November victory of Reagan, who re
The earlier accident took place on
“I’m
interested
in
a faculty (2) a different time. Both alternatives
peatedly vowed during the campaign December 17 of last year when two
perspective, in this case.”
pose problems. The first proposal
to abolish the department. Though young ladies, 18 and 19 years old,
“ I’m not opposing student input, involves finding an available building
U N L IK E SOME PEOPLE who detest winter's wetness Rob Hutton, a
most members of college lobby here from Allendale were killed on M-45
but instead proposing specifically a site that would accomodate 5,000Grand Valley student, seems contented to be in touch w ith it (photo by
don’t want tc meld education back when their car crashed into a GRATA
Nancy Daugherty).
faculty group,” VanSteeland stated, 6,000 people. The other would mean
into another cabinet department, some bus.
holding graduation ceremonies later in
now overtly support making education
the evening this option wouldn’t
into an independent, sub-cabinet
cause significant problems, according
agency like the National Science
to the Provost. However, the main
Foundation.
concern is having adequate time to set
Among the latter group, many were
up and prepare for the ceremonies.
hard-pressed to say how the existence
of the department has made much of a by Deborah Byker
cheaper than going through Emer when needed.
March 25, April 8, or April 22 and
Niemeyer said that lie was seeking
difference in the recent past.
gency service. This also applies to
A special service being offered right should be scheduled 1-2 weeks in ad the advice of the Executive. Adminis
Indeed, the department has made
At a time when the cold and flu those who need an X-Ray. If the now- are Birth Control Clinics. These vance. The fee for this service is trative, and Professional Committee
"little difference” in federal funding season has reached its peak, long lines patient has a problem which requires clinics are by appointment only, and $28.00 plus any forms of birth control (F.AP) in making the final decisions.
of college programs and financial aid, can be expected at most doctors the attention of a specialist, a compet consist of a complete physical, includ you may purchase. The Clinics are
However,
Nicmcyer
explicitly
says Peter Gossens, lobbyist for the offices.
ent referral would also be made.
ing pap smear, breast check, heart, held in the Health Services offices
stated that the conflicting schedule
The staff at Grand Vallry is a group blood, etc. The clinics are Feb. 18, in the basement of Scidman House.
National Association of Independent
On Grand Valley’s campus how“is not Grand Valley’s fault.”
Colleges and Universities.
eve:, students are not confused about of trained emergency workers, chosen
from emergency services•, Dr. Harvey
In fact, Gossens, who stressed he the lines, but when the doctor is in.
“The Health Service at Grand De Maagd is the residing doctor at the
was not speaking on behalf of his or
ganization, ventured that the depart Valley is staffed with nurses except for Health Service.
ment in its infancy may have done Wednesdays,” said one Grand Valley
When not on campus. De Maagd
more harm than good.
Student.
works a. Butterworth Hospital emer
by Becky Burkert
instance, in the last two months quick service.
gency room.
"During the confusion of setting up
he’s gone through three delivery cars.
Pauline Elmasian, GAS freshman,
Actually, the doctor is in the office
the department, education legislation
The Health Service at Grand Valley
What do you do when your’re hav Also, if one of the delivery boys majoring in speech pathology, would
has suffered," he says. “There were all from 9-3 on Tuesdays and Fridays. In houses three examination rooms, a ing a party and all of a sudden around leaves a car unlocked while delivering prefer to have a variety type res
those lines of authority being set up, the doctor’s absence the nurse is able small lab, and the doctors office. In
11:00 you get hungry? If you are on to the dorms, all of the food in the car taurant. Although the Goal Post Res
and no one seemed to have the official to see a patient and is qualified to start addition each nurse has an. office
campus you order a pizza—or do you? might be st;4en by the time he returns. taurant on Lake Michigan Drive,
Department of Education word.”
medication for a period of two days where they can see patient;
Many students have complained of But Dileonardo said that he would features a variety menu, as its owner,
“Frankly,” he adds, “I don’t think provided that the patient returns rhe
slow pizza delivery.
keep delivering to the college because Gary Dejong says, “ It’s about four or
it would matter a lo t” if education next day that the doctor has office
"We can do simpl.* olood tests,
Jeannette Wesenberg, a freshman 20% of his business comes from five miles from Grand Valley and I
programs were demoted from cabinet hours. The doctor will then write a urinalysis, and sugar level in tne blood dorm resident mentions the time that Grand Valley.
doubt that kids would want to walk
rank and centralized in an independent prescription for the patient, which can in our own small lab,” says Dr. she ordered a pizza from Peppino’s,
If a student wants a pizza within an here.”
agency.
be taken to a pharmacy and the De Maagd.
one of the several area restaurants that hour, both Dileonardo and stuJents
Maybe a McDonalds right across
Rumors during the first days of the needed supply can be obtained. If
"Other, more complicated tests and offer free pizza delivery to the dorms, agree that the best time to call is be the street from GranJ Valley would
Reagan administration suggested that the nurse feels you need a prescription also cultures are sent to the CBC lab in and was told that is would take 45 fore 9:00. But if you don’t want to satisfy student taste buds.
after the education department is dis immediately, she can contact the Crand Rapids. For blood test results, minutes to deliver to her dormatory. call Peppino’s, there are other carry
mantled, its programs will be moved to doctor and he will phone the request the wait is a fast 2-3 days; for cultures Four and a half hours later she out restaurants. Weird Beard’s and
According to George Busch, Allen
the U.S. Department of Health & to the pharmacy.
received a call telling her that she Florentine’s, both pizza shops, also dale Township's Assessor, McDonald’s
you may wait as long as 5-6 days."
Human Services (HHS). The old U.S.
Should a patient happen to have an
Health Services also offers inject could pick it up.
feature free delivery service. Weird hasn’t shown interest in the Allendale
Department of Health, Education and emergency that must require a ions, cold
“Are you kidding?” said Wesenberg. Beard's which is the closest to campus, arc* primarily because there is not
medicine,
bandages,
Welfare (HEW) was renamed HHS doctor’s attention, the patient will be crutches, slings, and splints upon re "No.”
enough population.
specializes in all-natural pizzas.
directed to an area hospital on an out quest.
“It’s not that they have bad pizza,”
But many students take issue with
So unless Allendale grows, it looks
continued on page 3 patient basis, which is considerably
The service also does minor surgery Wesenberg said, “You just can’t the choice of menus offered at local like students will have to settle for
count on them for a party.”
restaurants, rather then the lack of pizza, pizza or pizza.
Other students who have called for
pizza haven’t had to wait as long as
Wesenberg. For the other students
there has been as hour and a half to
a two hour wait for pizza delivery.
Carlo Dileonardo, the owner of
Peppino’s explained why students
because of the relatively light weather
sometimes have a two hour wait for by Larry See, Jr.
accidents have been down.
their food.
Grand Valley’s police force issues
The campus police maintain
"Nobody calls (from the college)
until 9:30 p.m.," said Dileonardo, more parking violations thah any other twenty-four hour security, and will
ticket, according to Allen Wygant, continue to do so, despite CSSM (Con
“then I get 20 or more calls."
Dileonardo also blamed the wait on Director of Safety and Security for tractual Services Supplies and Mat
erials) funding cuts.
the college.
the students themselves.
“ Handicapped spaces are the high
CSSM funds are used for maintain
“Well go in the dorms and call
them,” Dileonardo commented. “But est priority; since we have a lot of ing equipment, training and overtime
Wygant noted that the
their lines are busy, or they give us handicapped students and so few expenses.
the wrong number, or they're not spaces, we've had a big push.” He officers would not be traveling to as
around. Then we try to sell the order said the state is also cracking down many seminars as they have in the
to somebody else who is in the (dorm) on those who park illegally in handi past.
Grand Valley’s full time and five
lobby for a cheaper price. All of that capped spaces.
Other areas which gamer their part time officers have full arrest
takes up time. The other night the
delivery boy spent one hour just in share of violations are restricted powers, having been deputized by the
Kistler Hall looking for people who ir-as, “like the Commons pit and the Ottawa County Sheriff's Department.
In addition. Grand Valley also has
service ramp by the Campus Center.”
ordered pizza.
A new area also made the list re a chief, a detective and four student
“I tell them when they order to
wait downstairs for their pizza so that cently. T ie dorm parking lots have ticket writers.
The department’s jail is located
it doesn’t take as much time for the been searched closely, because the
north
fiedhouse
parking
lot
has
been
on
Franklin Street in Grand Haven,
delivery
boys.”
said
Dileonardo.
“But
MOW YOU SEE IT, now you don’t On. of tha
t dot tha hallways o f tha
we're getting used to (student’s) dosed tije to construction. Wygant and GVSC students arc sent there.
ta n r M of dm Campus Cutnr was stolen tern
says that people have been parking When the offender is sent to jail he is
complaints."
t (photo by PaM Woraar)
Aside from student's complaints, fflcpU) across the street.
However, Wygant reported that
continued oh page 3
Dfleonardo had a few of his own. For
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C o p s A n d Robbers Take A Back Seat

The Iranian Crisis Stirs American Youth To Play 'Storm The Embassy7
by Thomas D. Smith
Get your mind o ff wintertime
You ain't goin nowhere.
—Bob Dylan
There is only so much one person can take of
all the "hostage-trivia” that is now being fed.
Next spring, I expect to see children in my home
town will outgrow playing "cops and robbers" or
“cowboys and indians” in favor of a new game
called Storm the Embassy. The rules are simple
enough: one group of kids, called “hiders", are
allowed to hide within a certain space of land
that contains enough places to hide; then an
other, larger group of kids, called “raiders” and
preferably two to five times the number of
hiders , tries to find the hiders . Whereupon
the hiders arc summarily found, taken out of
their places and gathered in one spot called “The
Compound.” The raider who finds the most
hiders is the winner (of course, there is always
the possibility that if the winner turns out to be
a matter of dispute a little “torture” applied to
some of the hiders —a threatened bloody nose
would likely suffice — might change things).
Sound familiar?
Indeed, this is what may come to pass. So
many kids, due to the proddings of their
mommies and daddies, have usually had no say as
to whether or not they want to go out into the
front yard and tic another yellow ribbon round
the old oak tree.
In fact, the only real
good that the “hostage over-crisis" did was to
prevent Tony Orlando's career from resuscit
ating (correction: regurgitating).
AND, for that matter, not only are yellow
ribbons on the way out as a chic trend, but also
the “art” of journalism is at a low ebb. Through

out the last year-and-a-quarter, people have had
to take in, with the help of television/rrdio/newspapers, two Christmases in absentia with 52
fellow country-people, reports of their good/bad
treatment and food, and Walter Cronkite count
ing up the days in captivity like a supermarket
cash register tape. Does that last observation
imply that if Cronkite had decided, at the outset
of the Vietnam conflict, to start counting the
days U.S. troops were in Southeast Asia,that
mess would have been negotiated to an end
sooner?
Not quite; what that does imply is that ,
after a while of counting had sat in and become
regular (as it did), the collective national apathy
would have taken over and simple boredom
would have became the national mood. As it
did in the middle of the summer of 1980.
Former Undersecretary of State George Ball,
in a copyrighted interview in Newsweek maga
zine, remarked that “we must do everything
possible to bring back the hostages safe—even
if that means pursuing the difficult course of
doing nothing.” (7 April 1980). In short, we
tried to ignore the problem in the hope that
something might happen to solve it.
We almost did ignore it. But that problem,
that conflict, could not be ignored-no, not with

L A N T H O R N Letters: to the editor must include signature, address and phone
number of the writer. The address and phone number will not be printed. The writer's
name may be withheld on request, but the publication o f anonymous letters is not
encouraged. Letters which are legible and of 300 words or le u are most likely to be
published. A ll letters are subject to careful condensation. The Lanthorn reserves the
right to reject any letter.

(Editor’s note: Due to the overwelming amount o f response to Chris
Berry's letter, we feel compelled to
print the rebuttal letters, though his
intentions were misinterpreted. The
Lanthorn applauds these individuals
for taking the time to get involved by
expressing their concerns.)
Editor,

college is nothing more than training
for a good paying job. You rray be
"educated”, but only in the most
limited sense of the word. Man ad
vances only when he questions the
legitimacy of what is. I pity your
narrow-mindedness.
Karen E. Miner
WJC Student
Editor,

An open letter to Chris Berry:

As a recent visitor to your campus I
picked up a copy of the student news
After reading your letter, 1 was paper and perused it; a practice I find
angered and appalled at your self- that usually gives me an accurate
righteous attitude. You have your temperature of the student populous.
opinion about John Lennon, and I While reading I came across a letter to
the editor from a Chris Berry which
disagree with ’ -ns on every point.
Just wiiai is wrong with world could be termed, in a word, laughable.
peace? On a small planet such as ours I hope Mr. Berry’s letter was meant in
there is no room for the hate you hold the spirit of tongue-in-cheek, if not,
against your fellow man. In your then it certainly was a classic example
letter you implied that anyone who of foot-in-mouth.
does not advocate nuclear war, and the
I will eschew any references to his
annihilation of their neighbor, is a de
generate. What 0ives you the right to diatribe against John Lennon and his
go around promoting death for those pat-en-the-back to the mysterious
people who do not share your political BKR, obviously I missed the article to
philosophies? Is Christ a degenerate which they referred. But I will com
because he told us to love our neigh ment on Mr. Berry's delight in observ
bors, and our enemies? God said to ing the attrition of what he called the
us, “Thou shalt not kill". If America, “questioning sciences” (i.e. History &
since its founding as “. . .one nation English) and his salute to Grand Valley

pulling our literary leg jj,en hopefully
he is an aberration; one that will
quickly fade from the spotlight on
college campuses.
The reason being is that Mr. Berry
fails to look reality square in the eye.
For logic dictates that most of the
country’s, if not the world’s, leaders
will come from universities just like
yours. And if students don’t question,
don’t discourse and don’t wonder then
our future leadership will just mirror
that of the past. This being the case
then we could merely rely on tech
nology to produce clones of govern
ment and IBM officials readily
equipped with their pinstripped suits
and leather briefcases set to deal with
the problems of the world. Sounds
like a great master plan, doesn’t it.
Well, no one really wants an army of
mindless tin soldiers running things
and one way to insure that is to honor
the “questidning sciences."
Hopefully Mr. Berry, and people
like him, will always have a forum to
be heard, but unless they develop a
more ration;!, intelligent oudook on
the future of education then the
frightening condition that the famed
journalist Walter Lippmann once
described, has an excellent chance of
reproducing. Mr. Lippmann warned:
Men who are orthodox when they
?re young are in danger of being
m,ddle-aged all of their lives.
Let’s look forward to the burgeon
ing of those "questioning sciences”
not only at Grand Valley but through
out the university system, and not
consent to being middle-aged before
our time. By the wav Mr. Berry,
Happy 40th Birthday. Just think,
you’re half way there.
Chip Drake
Journalist and 1980 graduate of
the University of Michigan
Editor,

under God. . .”, wants to live peace
ably amongst its neighbors, then I
submit that it is you who is unAmerican.
You said that, “We U.S. citizens
are of superior blood compared to the
rest of the worid”.
From what
country did your ancestors emigrate?
You also said that “. . .God watches
over us”. I agree with you there, but I
seriously doubt that the Creator of
our earth prefers one country over an
other.
You feel that individual well-being,
peace and human dignity are not
possible. These would not be possible
if everyone felt as you do. Fortun
ately. there ate more people willing
to preserve mankind, rather than de
stroy it.
One last point. You belie.e that

students “who know that the function
of a college education is to get a good
job."
As a recent graduate of the Univer
sity of Michigan (Ann Arbor campus)
1 always hope that the arrogant
prejudices which many students mani
fest at a university of its caliber would
be dismissed as nothing more than
empty self-aggrandizement. However,
if you've got many more stereotypes
like Mr. Berry running around here a
very strong case can be made for what
former MSU Football Coach Daryl
Rodgers called, “those arrogant asses
in Ann Arbor.” And rightfully so.
For open dialogue and exchange of
philosophies (or questioning if you
like) are the educational foundation of
your university colleague in Ann
Arbor. 1 pray that if Mr. Berry wasn't

This is in response to the letter
written by Chris Berry, in the Jan 29
issue of the Lanthorn.
I have no quarrel with Chris’ criti
cism of John Lennon, up to a point.
That point being Lennon’s search for
a better world and his quest for worid
peace. True Lennon's search may have
appeared childish, however, what a
wonderful viewpoint to have when
searching for peace; that of a chiid. As
far as Lennon’s philosophy being as
dangerous to young minds as the gun
that took his life, remember, his phi
losophy was one of peace; think about
h.
Chris, you star.- and I quote. “We
U.S. citizens are of superior blood
compared to the rest of the worid.”
This is not a new viewpoint, simply
substitute Nazi Germany for the U.S.;
remember Hitler?
Chris, you also mention that God
watches over us, I assume that by us
you mean the United States of Ameri
ca. “ There is neither Jew not Greek

the advances the human race has made in the
field of electronic news gathering (ENG). We
may not be able to offer our fellow human
beings much in the way of creative and intell
igent programming on commercial (and, at times,
public) television, but we can damn well smell
out a "story”, tape and produce it, air it and
have a “balanced, instant analysis" ready within
6 to 10 hours, barring such minor problems as
time-zone differences, satellite transmission prob
lems, and just plain objectivity. It’s enough to
make Joe Friday look into asking just the facts
with a crew from TV 13 at his side.
In the case of the Iranian story, television
went too far-and is still going too far: there
have been so many vidoe-tape replays of the
many welcomes for the “Tehran corps” that you
wonder if here will ever by any different news
about them. Say, for example, that their lives
have returned to normal . . .
This is the new fear they must face. Several
books from the “Tehran corps” are tentatively
in the works, which may cause some of my
more balanced friends to go on silent boycotts of
bookstores (the real dread here is that the
flight of such tomes up the New York Times
bestseller list may end up making for the best
position jockeying outside of the Kentuck"

Derby-and for a number of the corps to make
appearances with the likes of Merv Griffin,
Mike Douglas and Jolin Davidson).
These people, in no way, should be singled
out as heroes! They exist only as a unit; only
together can they be remembered. None of them
are more special than any other of their col
leagues, no matter how they look, sound or
write. In all fairness, what makes the “Tehran
corps" more distinctive and heroic then the crew
of the Pueblo? Remember them, the 83 humans
who served on that ship when it was busted off
North Korean waters for “spy” charges on 24
January 1968?
The situation there was no
different form the takeover on Nov 4, 1979 of
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. The only major
difference was in the presence-and the persistence-of television/radio/newspapers. Of ENG.
Now the whole rotten mess is over and the
people are home. Or are they? After an experi
ence like that can things ever be the same?
And, more relevant now and in the future,
what effects will that glass eye with the plastic
body and the electronic pack, the microphone
and notepads with pen protruding out of one set
of human hands have on those who will be
answering them?
What effect does ENG have on flesh and
blood?
That we might not know for a while
-b u t one good indicator may be with the games
our children decide to play. And if they get to
be familiar iu the one suggested earlier, we can
always take heart in the fact that their test scores
may not be high in all of their subjects-but they
did keep up their knowledge of current events.
(Editor's note: Thomas D. Smith, is a William
James journalism major)

for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.”
(Galations 3:28)
In closing, I add mushroom clouds
DO NOT have silver linings.

their glory—and go above that level to
realize that wc must question every
thing in order to keep this world in
a healthy balance. Watergate and
Vietnam are two examples of why
Brian William Rogers even in this country we need to
question.
Editor,
Come on everyone, ask questions.
Why aren’t all the countries in the
Ha, Ha, Ha—“superior blood”—ho, world made into a single one? Why
ho, ho—“happy to see the collapse of are death and violence shown contin
TJC”—heh, heh, heh—“mushroom ually on television while sex-the
clouds have silver linings.” It’s a joke, beautiful act of reproduction and
son! Aw, but I guess there will always love—is pervert:d to a selfish desire?
be people who take Johathan Swift Why do we spend money on bombs
literally in his “A Modest Proposal" and the military when their very
existence causes the deaths of people
I am a former member of this so
too.
I knew when I wrote my editorial who we ignore by not using that called student-run radio station and
for the January 29th edition of the money to feed them?—Why? Why? for years minority programming has
Why? These are the sort of questions always been something of a second
that Lennon asked, and the kind we precedence.
How I view WSRX
need to ask.
programming is simple.
First, I
I think my lampoon of BKR is a believe the head staff governing the
good essay and I’m proud of it even station’s programming couldn't care
though many people did not catch my less whether or not minorities on
train of thought my aim was to make campus get their own version of soul
you mad so that you would take a programming.
Secondly, the present programming
stand. 1 think trom this standpoint, it
board at WSRX seems to be resolved
was successful.
Last1'/, the very fact that so many against minority programming being
of you took this nonsense as if I were scheduled during the evening hours
serious says something in itself. It (Why not, bluegrass, rock and roll have
is sad to believe chat no matter how all the other prime time listening
crazy and demented some ideas are, spots, and its been that way for years).
The young lady writing in response
there will always be fools who live and
die by them. Let’s hope we are wise to Darlene Johnson’s article mentions
enough to catch these people in the that currently, WSRX is in the middle
of a new wave trend of music, with a
Lanthorn that not everyone would future.
little Motown mixed in. Well, I’m
catch my sarcasm. I wasn’t worried
because I felt that my point would be
Chris Berry sorry to inform her that new wave
music has been and is ON it’s way out.
conveyed no matter where the reader
thought my sympathies were. I was Editor,
So, why mention the fact that you're
right on that point, but surprised
really not addressing the issue that
This is in response to the editorial Darlene proposed in her article.
about the magnitude of the response.
I woke up Thursday morning to a written by Darlene Johnson, and
If, and only if the WSRX program
guy calling me a “Hitler.” What a concerns her view of WSRX program ming board would stop using super
way to start the day. The Lanthorn ming.
ficial connotations in their minority
There, I am concerned about J. programming, I truly believe the min
was swamped with equally negative
replies-which is largely the reason I Mastenbrook’s counter resolutions ority student body would accept the
was asked to write this explanatory regarding WSRX’s minority program station and participate fully in making
ming. I believe that her comments Grand Valley’s student ^adio a wanted
note.
My original letter was written to about WSRX current programming are effort.
parody and satarize BKR’s letter untrue, and that their minority pro
Rufus R. Gordon
of a week before. She is the one who gramming totally stinks.
said that John Lennon’s phQosphy is
“as dangerous to impressionable
Susan M. Collins
David A. Poll
young minds as the gun that took his
EDITOR IN CHIEF
MANAGING EDITOR
life.” Well, being the Lennon and art
lover that 1 am, 1 could not take that
Wchard Ho sedan
Donna Dan
indignity and similar insults lying
NEWS EDITOR
OFFICE MANAGER
down. So I mapped an attack on
BKR, deciding to agree with her in
Bob Viilo
Paul Worxter
order to show her and other that her
ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
ideals are only one step away from the
malarkey I wrote. I wanted to point
SuaShaub
Candaca Durochar
out that once questioning and creative
SPORTS EDITOR
CHIEF AD ARTIST
minds like Lennon's are stifled, nation
alistic views like the one I created can
Thartta Orlaske
Julia Sanacal
go unchallenged. They have in the
BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
past, and it would be naive to think
that such a narrow outlooks won't
Published weekly (bi-veekly in summer) during each semester by
be commonplace somewhere in *he
the students of Grand Valley State Colleges, 1 College Landing,
future. We are human beings, suscept
Allendale, Michigan, 49401. Telephone 893-7803.
ible to justifying the most outlandish
The Lanthorn is funded in part by the Student
Qf Grand
concepts. We must accept our human
Valley State Colleges.
ness—believe that everyone of us could
The opinions expressed in The Lanthorn are not necessarily d-™—■
have been a Nazi if we lived in
of Grand Valley Sate Colleges.
Germany from their depression to

/
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College Tuition Increases Steadily

IT LOOKS L IK E A N O T H E R job for maintenance. But, can that

WASHINGTON, D.C (CPSF-Confirming what most students already know,
a recent study has found that under
graduate tuition and fees at public
colleges went up more than four
percent since the 1979-1980 aca
demic year, and that total student
charges (including room and board)
are up 9.3 percent.
The National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
(NASULGC) found that resident stu
dents are paying an average of $830
in tuition to attend stare schools in
the 1980-1981 school year. Last year's
median charge was $795.
Similarly, average total costs for
resident students have risen to $2542,
up from $2326 in 1979-1980.

vaoum cleaner clean up this mew? (photo by

Craig Michael Utter)

Non-resident students at the state
colleges are paying an average of
$3828 for tuition, fees, room and
board, absorbing an increase of 7.5
percent.
The great majority of schools parti
cipating in the NASULGC study
said “inflation” was the most impor
tant reason for raising their charges,
followed by the need to raise faculty
and staff salaries, and a decline in
funding by state legislatures.
Only 25 percent of the campuses
surveyed resisted raising charges this
year. Forty-nine schools resisted
raising charges the year before.

Controversy Shrouds Department O f Education
(CPS)-The U.S. Department of Educa
tion, which President Ronald Reagan
has pledged to dismantle, was a
controversial idea long before it
became a controversial bureaucracy.
Here is some of the history of the
controversy:

effort to create the department
enough strength for the first time to
overcome House resistance to the
iuea.
Carter signed the department into
law on October 17, 1979.
Shirley Hufstedlcr, a federal judge
from California frequendy mentioned
Pros and Cons of a Separate Cabinet- as a candidate to become the first
level Education Department
female Supreme Court Justice, is
The idea was first introduced in named first education secretary on
Congress in 1853, and reintroduced October 30, 1979.
131 times more before it was passed.
A transtion committee helps switch
Proponents said U.S. was the only programs from the old U.S. Office of
western nation not to give education Education to the new department,
cabinet status; an education depart which officially opened on May 4,
ment would have more clout in Con 1980. Transition budget was $10
gress and improve funding of educa million, but the committee only
tion; that education’s inclusion as a spends $920,000.
part of tlie larger Department of The Opposition Strikes Back
On October 6, 1979, just six days
Health, Education & Welfare (HEW)
after final congressional passage of the
was administratively inefficient.
Opponents argued HEW’s ineffici bill creating the department, Rep. Ron
Paul (R-Tx) introduces a bill to disencies could be remedied; a separate
mande the department and effectively
department would isolate education
and make it vulnerable to budget end all federal education programs by
1985.
raids; a separate department will in
On July 15, 1980, the Republican
crease federal government’s power
over state and local education admin National Convention overwhelmingly
adopted a platform plank which
istrators, and will dominate them.
“encourages” the abolition of the
How the Department Was Formed
department.
Jimmy Carter, campaigning in
Candidate Ronald Reagan repeated
1976, promised to create a separate
ly
supported the pljtform plank
department, attracting the powerful
during his campaign.
support of the National Education
After the election, Reagan did not
Association. Upon his election, presi
repeat his pledge to abolish the
dential lobbying gave the congressional

Lobbies
after the new education department
was organized.
Like others contacted for this
article, Gossens felt that “agency
status is preferable to having the
department go back to HHS. We
definitely feel that shouldn’t happen.”
J ocl Packer, a lobbyist for the
National Association of State Univer
sities and Land-Grant Colleges who
campaigned for the creation of the
separate education department in
1978-79, agrees that a move back to
HHS would “be disruptive. Our big
concern is stability. Education was
buried in HEW."
But Packer also says independent
agency status “ wouldn’t be that
terrible.” However, he adds that the
direct line to the president that
cabinet-level status represents has been
“helpful” since May.
“Having (former Secretary of Ed
ucation) Shirley Hufstedlcr being able
to make our case directly to President
Carter and the Office of Management
& Budget has an effect,” Packer says.
“The budget, I think, would have been
worse without i t ”
Hufstedlcr herself broke from her
speech introducing the last Carter

department, though top aide Edwin
Meese called the department "ridic
ulous.”
On January 7, 1981, Reagan nom
inates Terrel Bell, a former U.S.
Commissioner of Education under
Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon,
as next Secretary of Education. Bell,
one of the last of Reagan’s cabinet
nominees, hints he doesn’t want to
dismantle the department.

cent increase in the institutions room
and board for next year. This pro
jection however, will not become
policy until the Board of Control
has an opportunity to vote on it.

Parking Violations
from page one
treated in the same manner as any
criminal, and is subject to the state
judicial code.
As a tip, Wygant reported that
larcenies often increase in the spring
and fall. "When the weather breaks,”
he added, “the campus residents have
about had it and arc tired of being
cooped up.”
Wygant said careless students are

vulnerable to having their room ran
sacked then, because they arc very lax
for a number of reasons. "They
have a better floor feeling, and trust
their floor members better, anil
sometimes go away and leave their
doors unlocked," he commented.

W SRX-FM
presents

People DO Read

TH E B O N G S H O W

WASHINGTON D.C. (CPS- A
Georgetown University law pro
fessor has given up his attempt to
make a $92.50 textbook he wrote
one of the required books for a class
he taught.
Prof. David Sassoon originally
assigned two books for his course
this term. One, a 300-page work
costing $12.50, went unprotested.
But the other, a 500-page book,
written by Sassoon himself and
priced at $92.50, sent several stu
dents
complaining
to
the
Georgetown Law Weekly.
The Weekly editorialized that the
expense was “unreasonable,” and
argued that Sassoon should withdraw

Auditions Feb. 18,19, 20.

You Just Did!
Call Dave or Julie at ext. 120 or 608
to place your L A N T H O R N want ad.

Stay tuned to WSRX-FM
for more details

Douma
A rt
Supplies

the book
from consideration.
According to the law school,
Sassoon, who could not be reached
for comment, has subsequently made
the book optional.
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A Marine representative will be
interviewing applicants for the
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
Officers Candidates School
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presented by the old U.S. Office of
Education, which was part of the
HEW.
But Viggiano, like other Congress
watchers, doubts Reagan will be any
more successful in abolishing an ex
ecutive department than his prede
cessors.
New education secretary Terrel Bell
has been involved in higher education
for years,” Viggiano points out. “ We
think he will probably try to convince
the cabinet internally that the depart
ment can be cut back, but still kept.”

March 14

Small A us-

Students Challenge Book Price

1
i]

|
1
m

from page one
education budget to make the case for
keeping the department.
She predicted that dismantling the
department “will lead inevitably to
sharp cuts 'in federal support for ed
ucation programs" especially because
of the promised cuts in domestic
spending expected during the Reagan
era.
Education programs, she said, will
“face even more intense competition”
for fewer federal dollars. Only ? “co
hesive central organization” will give
education the power it needs to do
well in the competition.”
The U.S. Student Association is
similarly opposed to breaking up the
department.
“We were able to take the students’
concem -for instance when we had
funding problems with student loans—
right to the secretary, who reported to
the president, “submits USSA lobbyist
Eduardo Wolle.
USSA Executive Director Frank
Viggiano says having the cabinetlevel department was vital in forming
the all-important Higher Education
Reauthorization Act passed last fall.
"The department had a lot more
clout when die secretary went to Con
gress” than when education was re

At a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the faculty Senate last
week Grand Valley’s Provost and
Vice-president for Academic Affairs
Glenn Nicmeyer projected a 13 per-

TUESDAY, FEB. 10
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

i

at the STUDENT CENTER
For further information call
616 - 361-6652

Eli

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
HAS ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
Man learned at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective. So he devised his own method of
getting those ideas across. Today, on the j o t . o r in
school, com m unication remains a vital part of our world.
W hich is exactly what we'll be talking about in the upcom
ing issue of "Insider" — the free supplem ent to your c ol
lege newspaper from Ford.
W e'll tell you how to improve your com m unication skills

. . from w riting term papers and doing oral presentations,
to com m unicating w ith friends, parents and persons of
authority. And whether you re looking for an internship or
a full-tim e job. we've got loads of info to help you get there
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume, handle an
interview gracefully, use the telephone effectively, and
much more.
Check out the nex* issue of "Insider," and while you're look
ing, be sure to check out Ford's great new lineup tor i 96T.
Including Escort, the new world car that's b u ilt in America
to take on the world.

FORD
FORD DIVISION

Look lor "In sider" — Ford's
continuing series of college
‘ newspaper supplements.
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Arts/Entertainment

Concerts Planned For Stadium
by Jill Prince
Concerts were thought to be some
thing in Grand Valley’s past until
the Whistle Stop discussion last
Thursday, Jan. 22. President Lubbers,
when asked whether the football
complex could be used for musical
concerts, responded, “ I don’t sec why
the stadium could not be used for the
benefit of the students on this
campus.”
Since President Lubbers’ statement,
hopes for campus-situated concerts
have been resurrected. The wheels
have especially been turning in the
Student Affairs Office, where jeffrey
H. Brown, Director of Housing and
Activities, has taken out diagrams
made last year, as well as old concert

files. He has also been asking those
interested in concerts to leave their
name and phone number at the
Student Affairs Office so that he can
call a meeting in the near future.
“We worked pretty extensively last
year to work out some plans about
doing some things in the stadium in
terms of major concerts,” said Brown,
"but we were unable to pursue those
and be successful with them last year.
Wc do have the information that we
generated at that time.” Last year’s
plan involved covering the entire
surface of the stadium including the
track and craning in the equipment
rather than driving it in since “any
kind of heavy weight will affect the
sprinkling and heating systems of the
field and may affect the track itself.”

Plans are being made to use this same
method, since according to Brown, "it
doesn't look like there's any other way
to do it at this point.”
If all goes well, Brown hopes to
have GVSC's first stadium concert
in late May. In order to meet this
goal much has to be done, including
the hiring of a musical group. Said
Brown, “Wc'rc going to be very
selective about who wc bring in.
The only people who will be able
to be brought in will be those who
we really feel service the stu
dents . . . the student market at
Grand Valley first, and the surround
ing area second. Secondarily, there
will be some acts that we simply won't
do because the crowds they have
traditionally attracted arc too dcstruc

tivc. Wc just won’t do them because
our major concern is to do everything
in our power to make sure that the
facility is completely protected in
every way that wc can."
According to Brown, a combination
of hired student employees and
student volunteers will be used to
operate each concert. These students
will also have the largest voice as to
who will be playing at the stadium,
although input from anyone is encour
aged.
"The real key is to make sure that
the first show or two is absolutely
perfect," said Brown.
“I’m really
excited.
I think it’s good for the
college, and certainly good for the
students.”

LONE S T U D E N T BRAVES freezing - cold bleachers to represent G V ’s
enthusiasm over the prospect of a spring concert at Lubbers Stadium
(photo by Nancy Daugherty).

‘Ozz’

Special Dance Featured-

Shatters Sound Barrier
by Rob Viilo

”O Z Z ” BLASTS O F F W IT H their raw-edged dinosaur rock, echoing throughout the multi-purpose room of the
Campus Center. The man behind the tubs is the only original "O zz" member (photo by Craig Michael Utter).

A local rock band, “Ozz,” broke
the sound barrier last Friday night as
they performed for Grand Valley stu
dents, courtesy of the Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity and the Student Senate.
Fortunately, the walls of the Campus
Center’s multi-purpose room remained
intact.
Ozz is a rock quartet based in
Grand Rapids. Consisting of a key
boardist, bassist, guitarist and drum
mer, they have put together an organ
ization of raw energy. True, Ozz
has been through more than one mem
bership change. In fact, the only orig
inal member still playing is their
drummer who doubles on a large
portion of Ozz’s vocals, as well.
Some say Ozz has sounded berter,
but that's only opinion. Perhaps it
is true, but the intent of this article is
to review Friday’s performance,

by Darlene Johnson .
^

^

By Brad Hilt

J g // J k e m

What They N eed To Know
I should have guessed that last Thursday wasn’t going to be an ordinary
day, when even the early morning temptation to ignore my ritual of brush
ing up on my notes before class in favor of a needed extra hour of sleep
began to look as appealing as the choice between a rock and a hard place.
Choosing the former, I ventured on to the Campus Center, hoping to
find some background accompaniment for the reading of Plato in the
music listening lounge.
Just as 1 had Settled comfortably into a Michael Franks set, 1 was
startled by a leather-jacketed Munchkin, who resembled cither a throw
back from the 1940’s, or just someone who had forgotten to brush his
t e e t h that morning, I couldn't decide which. “YOU”, he screamed, aiming
a finger of damnation at my face, “arc NOT RIGHT!”
Looking around me, I noticed that the lounge area had been magically
cleared of its normal clientele. Instead, I found myself surrounded by a
coven of angry faces, some of whom I recognized from various campus
services and programs.
"You are in a court of injustice. You have been brought to trial for
being a writer!" For some reason, I suddenly began to feel like I’d acci
dently wandered into the unfinished treatment of a Kurt Vonnegut novel
or a low-grade horror flick as the Munchkin continued.. .
"You have some nerve to sit there on your airogant little typing stool
every week and tell people things about GVSC and life in general. Some
times you say good things about us, and that’s okay; but sometimes you
say things that aren’t so good; although they may be true, and we don’t
like that. Do you think that you’re entitled to an opinion or something
just because you’re a human, or because you’ve been around here a few
ye»r«. or worse yet, because you’re a writer?"
“How wait a minute” I argued in defense. “ It’s true I've said some
things that wouldn't do very well in a popularity contest, but I only try
to echo what 1 hear from others and sec going on every day. Besides, if
you really think I’m being that nasty, you can always make an intelligent
rebuttal, like a letter to the editor; but don’t you think this harassment is
a bit much?"
“We don't buy that.” Munchkin frowned as he tightened his grip on a
strip of recording tape I assumed was destined for my neck. “We knew
that you’re just a malicious little liar who likes to pick on people!"
Once more, 1 pleaded for my honor. “Listen, I’m sorry if I can’t
always be as perfect as the rest of you guys, but 1 never wanted to cause
any trouble. 1 just wanted you to take a second look in the mirror; to
make people think. Is there any crime in that?”
“Popular Media Violation 99” shouted a voice from the back, “always
tell people what they want to hear, never what they need to ." Munchkin
raised the tape, and as I screamed, his face dissolved into that ot, the
smiling student worker bent above me. “Did you want to change sdecric s? I think you fell asleep.”
Glancing around, 1 found myself late for class and the main lounge full
and intact. Sigh, it was only a dream.. .
As I rose, a tiny strip of audio leadei tape dropped from inside the
pages of a Lanthorn !'d picked up that morning.
w asn'tjt?
________________

Bitten, Twice Shy" (Ian) and Alan
Parsons Project’s “Wouldn’t Wanna
Be Like You” came off sounding
pretty close to the originals.
Granted, Ozz’s song repertoire is
limited to raw rock 'n' roll. But,
perhaps th at’s what makes them fun
to listen to. They do it right. Crank
those Marshall’s up and beat the hell
out of that Octa-plus drum kit. Isn't
that what hard rock is all about? Ozz
can do it, too. What they lack in soph
istication is made up for by their
professional showmanship and real
desire to be hard-core rockers. This,
by no means, is a statement saying
that Ozz is not talented.
For what they play, they’re good
enough.
You don’t sec Vantlalen
playing Bach fugues, do ya?
In summation, Ozz’s heavy-meat
barrage buried a number of GV
students last Friday. Yes. they liked
them.

Piano Duet
Performs For Lunchbreak

One Thing Or Another
Media Violation 99-

Ozz came off as loud as the intake
of a Boeing 747, and as raw as a buf
falo carcass. That might sound exag
gerated, but here’s the attribution.
The foursome played a number of
country screechers, to the tunc of
Blackfo o t and Lynyrd Skynyrd copies.
“Train, Train” was impressive, show
ing off a quick snare drum intro,
which held the backbone up, adding
flesh with the addition of guitar and
pounding vocal lines of “train train,
come arid take me out of this place.”
Ozz’s version of VIoily llatcbet's
“ Bounty Hunter,” however, was not as
accurate in sound compared with the
aforementioned selection. With only
one guitar, there's no way a group
can sound like Molly Hatchet's electric
guitar barrage trio.
The bassist’s
lead vocal job strained for a copy of
Hatchet’s Dave Hulbeck.
Ozz can rock; you can’t argue with
that.
Their renditions of “Once

“O Z Z ’S” L IG H T SHOW warns dancers not to stop dancing, as they
tread through another power-tune (photo by Craig Michael Utter).

Workshop Conducted-

The room was silent. The audi
ence’s total attention was aimed
towards the two pianists, Julianne
Vanden Wyngaard and Eric Ziolek,
as they approached their instru
ments.
The next hour was filled with a
wide variety of crowd-pleasing
piano duets from these versatile
performers. When given the oppor
tunity, the spellbound audience
responded
with
overwhelming
applause.
Both music faculty members of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
Mrs. Vanden Wyngaard and Mr.

Ziolek used a variety of ideas to
keep the audience content. Trading
leads when starting songs and alter
nating light with more complex
songs, they gave the crowd some
thing worthwhile to listen to.
Both of them showed emotion
throughout their musical show.
Julianne Vanden Wyngaard and
Eric Ziolek proved to be one of
the best lunchbreak performances
the Louis Armstrong Theatre has
ever had. They have been nerforming together for almost a
year. You can ask anyone who
was there and they 11 say, “it
shows, without a doubt.”

^ ew Qames>p or Special Ed. Children A re Shown

tolerance,
self-control,
behavior,
friendship, and attention; as well as
Marjorie E. Bethke. a school the value and uniqueness of each
psychologist, came to GVSC on individual.
Monday of last week to conduct a They are entitled:
workshop entitled “New Games”.
1 “ Life-Saver” - a writing game
These "games" were designed to 2. “Dum-Dum-Da-Da”—a sing
help the special education child gain a
along and play game
healthy perspective.
They teach 3. “Treasure Hunt”—Aids in
by Cheryl Gordon

finding things.
4. “Aunt Martha Died”- a game
to help children cope with
death.
Bethke believes that special-ed
children should be treated equally and
be given more opportunities. She
stresses that they shouldn’t be
punished for doing something wrong,

but should be taught the right way.
The games helped the children
better understand themselves while the
workshop gave GVSC students a
chance to understand the needs of a
spctiai-cd child. Said Bethke, “Special
education children are special and
should be treated as even more
special."

'Warrior Poet’ Lectures; Supporting Black History
by Karen E. Miner

speak and not become involved in
what she says.
Her Trademark. “Black Woman
Warrior Poet”, describes Ms. Lorde’s
personality, uid her work. Many of
her poems are violent, reflecting her
anger at the way blacks and women
arc treated in a white male-oriented
society. She is especially angry at
the lack of attention and concern
given to the murders of black women.
An ardent feminist, Ms. Lorde
refuses to wear a prosthesis after her
mastectomy. “It (a prosthesis) has
no other purpose besides looks. A
prosthesis keeps victims of breast
cancer from recognizing each other.”

Audre Lorde, poet and author,
gave a recital last Thursday at the
Grand Rapids Y.W C.t\. Tne recital
was sponsored by the Grand Rapids
Public Library as pan of the special
“Black History Month” the library is
supporting.
Ms. Lorde held the
audience spellbound while she re
cited poems from her book The Black
Unicom, an essay from Thc_Cancer
Journals, as well as a few of her
more recent poems.
The subjects of her poetry demon
strate how strongly she feels about
racism, feminism, power, and survival.
In “Power vs. Prosthesis", (the last
Her poems are graphic, and filled with
powerful imagery that is tough to essay in her book The Cancer
ignore. It is difficult to listen to her ■ournaUJ. she talks about the

American medical establishment’s
profit-oriented view of the treatment
of cancer. In the essay she asserts that
there is more money to be made in the
treatment of cancer than in the
prevention of cancer. She says that
cancer might not be such a prevalent
disease if there was more education
on cancer prevention. Ms. Lorde feels
that the government is partly respon
sible for not allowing unconventional
cancer therapies or prevention. “I
wonder what would happen if an army
of one-breasted women marched on
Congress,” she said.
After the lecture, Ms. Lorde opened
the floor to questions. For the first
few moments the audience was still
too overwhelmed by the recital to
speak. One woman spoke up and said

to Audre, “Thank-you.” Then the still
audience broke out in resounding
applause.
Audre Lorde lives in Staten Island,
New York with her two children. She
is the advisory editor of “Black
Scholar’’ magazine.
Ms. Lorde s recital is the first in a
scries of events sponsored by the G.R.
Public Library. Also planned for tnis
month are:
Black History Day,
(Feb ■»); "Meet the Maestro”, with
Dr. Thomas Andrew Dorsey, (FebK ) and “1980...The Jubilee year of
Gospel Music”, (Feb. 15).
For
additional information on place and
time call the Library's Public Relations
at 456-4417. All programs arc
free of charge.
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Today's M usic
Progresses

by Rob Viilo, Feature Editor
There a so much music on the airwaves today! There is so much music
coming out on albums! At this very moment, thousands of records are
in full production. Music, music—music everywhere! What does it all
mean? Does it have to mean anything?
Sticking with the initial purpose of “Progressions,” an analysis is
required at this time. So far, in this column you’ve read reviews on
The Cars, The Who, Genesis and Yes. Sure, they've been analytical reviews
on notable rock bands, but now it’s time for a shift. Instead of singling
out a specific artist or artists this time, I want to put emphasis on a
broader scale.
Since there is so much music filling up radios, turntables and cassette
decks (not to mention the ever-declining ouying of 8-track tapes), let’s
find out what it’s all about.
Many musicians are out in this uacky world, creating and even sedating
the new tunes we are hearing today. But where is it progressing? Is it
progressing at all? Let’s take a look.
First of all, we must look at music styles. Are there any? Obviously.
Some, one must admit, are harder to define than others. Within each style
of music there are zillions of artists. Some have pioneered that special
sound and others just copy the pros to get into the act.
Let’s examine some styles:
Pop Rock: Stuff that attracts young teenagers or mellow adults (i.e.
Abba, Barry Manilovi, Starland Vocal Band, etc.) Face it, pop rock is
mel-ll-lovj.
Hard Rock: Powerful, catchy melodies carrying powerful vocals but
not necessarily ear-shattering (i.e. Pat Benatar, Jackson Browne, The
Who, Rolling Stones, Heart, Cheap Trick, etc.). Everyone’s in on this
act.
•
Heavy Metal: Mammoth, ear-crushing electric guitar power chords ming
ling with bass and drums, all amidst scorching guitar solo work (i.e.
VanHalen, Black Sabbath, Blue Oyster Cult, Robin Trower, Pat Travers,
etc.). Most folks who listen to HM do it with no less than 100 watt
speakers on each ear. Mote:Hard rock and heavy metal are two cate
gories very similar in some cases. For instance, VanHalen can be put
into both o f the above headings.
Punk Rock: Beginning in the latter seventies, young British boys and
girls and other Europeans picked up guitars to play rock “the way it’s
supposed to be played.” So far, they’ve moved their massive following
to America, getting us into the act (i.e. The Clash, Television, The
Ramones, The Romantics, etc.). Someone once told me, “The best way
to make use of a punk rocker is to sit on him and watch television.’
New Wave: This sound is reminiscent to punk but at a more civilized
level. New Wave goes back to rock’s roots but incorporates that style with
different approaches from vocalizing to playing a guitar. Also, synthe
sizers and synthesized percussion have played a big part in the New Wave
development (i.e. The Cars, Split £nz. Gary Human, etc.). Believe me,
New Wave has made its presence known.
Country Rock: Southerners playing their “own breed” of 4/4 with lots
of multi-guitar work, including slide action (i.e. Molly Hatchet, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Rossingtcn-Collins Band, etc.).

Progressive Rock: The best way to describe this Style is stated in the
equation: art plus rock equals progressive rock. The Doors were probably
the first to perform it by employing storytelling, d iffien t changes in
tempo and rhythm-all in one song. Though t-ou' yrics and almostsymphonic arrangements have paved the way in »,-king this sty le a favo
rite (i.e. Genesis, Yes, Rush, Pink Floyd, etc ).
Commercial Rock: Any 'f the above styles that have broken their way
into radio popularity (i.e. via the top 40 or the top 100 albums Rolling
Stone and Billboard publications).

Disco: An offspring of funk, disco was made popular in 1978 and 1979.
Yes, disco is like funk but it’s basic bass-drum/bass guitar backbone
sets it apart from funk’s complexities (i.e. Wild Cherry. Heatwave, and
many rock musicians who tried it during its irugabuck years.).
Reggae: Very rhythmic but textural in style and tone, reggae has not
seen popularity in this country. Go to the other side and listen to Bob
Marley.
Jazz: If you can play good jazz, you can play anything. Influences come
from classical and symphonic music blending with the "loose feel” but
complex rhythm we call jazz (i.e. Benny Goodman, Dave Brubeck. Miles
Davis, etc.).
Jazz-Rock: Jazz has been fused with everything under the sun. Fusion
music is what you call it; jazz-rock is an example of what happens when
you mix jazz with the raw edge of rock (i.e. Larry Carlton, Stanley
Clarke, Brand X, etc.).

There you have it, a rundown of today’s most popular music styles
with brief descriptions, including examples of who plays them. Again,
emphasis must be put on how a musician or group can be categorized
in more than one category (ex: Ginn Vanelli plays all kinds of different
styles in his music—jazz, funk and rock, as well as classical.).
We all know that music has be' around since the dawn of time. This
rundown did not include the music of yesteryear or classical and operatic
styles. Granted, without vh#- aforementioned pioneering music forms,
today’s music would no: exist. Bur it does, which brings us to the conclu
sion of this review:
Music progresses all the time. L may be different, but that’s what
keeps us listening.

Vo lu ntee rs - are needed for Special Olympic
Bowling Tournament. Fri., Feb. 6, 9-2:3 0

Lunchbreak - Trio Dell Arte. Fri., Feb. 6,
C F A C , 12 noon.

SEEKING
A staff with strong interest in children mature, high values, swimming
ability, camp related skills.
Counselors, Water Front
Canoe

leaders,

Americana Folk Art - Campos Center
Gallery Mon.-Fri.. 12-5 p.m., Tues. & Thurs.

American

until 7 p.m.

Indian

- Meeting Tues., Feb. 10,
noon, in Room 106 Cedar Studios. Main
topic: Student Art Show. Bring your lunch
and ideasl

Interviewing Seidman House Feb. 5.
Call Steve Tagg, Ext. 238 for apt.

or contact Y M C A Camp Finewood,
Michigan

Catholic Mass - Sunday, 6:30 p.m. commons
snack bar, Thursday, 12:30 p.m. north con
ference room Campus Center.

Fall

student

for

Semesters

Summer
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GIVE THAT SPECIAL PERSON IN
YOUR LIFE LOVE LINES FOR
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for all kinds
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LARRY
BALLARD
Feb.

to register for
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Robert E. Neumann

HELP WANTED
Program,

Folk art is not only a collection of
art objec’s, but a mirror of the tra
ditions and values that have made,
and still make up, American culture.
It tends to remind people of a time
when life was on a simpler level;
where existence required tough and
creative hands to work the land and
make the tools and instruments.
Folk art is still being created today
by people preserving the tradition
of making objects that are at once
handcrafted, utilitarian, and decora
tive.
“A Collection of Americana
Folk Art” on display in the CC Art
Gallery combines both antique and
contemporary folk art.
Most of the antiques are owned by
Dr. Mary Kitchel, who has an exten
sive collection of folk art and antiques.
Dr. Kitchel is a retired anesthesiologist,
having graduated from the Indiana
University School of Medicine, and has
lived in the Grand Haven area since
1941. Her pieces are so varied that
they cannot possibly all be described.
They include hand-wrought kitchen
utensils, wooden tables and pipeholders made from branches, duck and
fish decoys, canes, an ancient speargun
for fishing, wood carvings, beaded The show runs until Feb- 6 CC Art
purses, a hand wrought brass bell, and Gallery hours: noon-5 p.m., Mon.
many other items. “Cigar box art” Fri., Tues. Sc Thu-s. evenings till 7 p.m.

• IQUIMIINT MWTAIS CAMllAS

- In it r u c t o r (616) 452-1201

Summer

e v s c tl i t
iwhat
s/K sf
iit
f
csounds
n iin rit
is exactly
like
ukuleles and jewelry boxes made from
cigar boxes. There s even a cigar
cutter to nip off the ends of all those
cigars.
Another interesting item is a
picture of a moose painted on a
wooden bowl, with a cracked blue
wooden frame that’s just got tc be an
old outhouse seat; or the hair wreath
picture of flowers and designs that
are actually woven human hair.
Ann Haven of Grat'd Rapids is
exhibiting stained glass pieces and
minors. They are delicately wrought
in her own designs and intermingled
with shells, leaves and even a seahorse.
Soft sculpture dolls ..re exhibited by
artist Esther Luttikhuizcn. They arc
completely handmade; their painted
faces a little surprising at first glance.
Quilts by Gert Nyen’nuis complete
the show.
All that is needed to set this show
off is a hootin' hiilbilly band playing
washboard, jugs, and a cigar box
ukulele. The Americana Folk Art not
only displays part of our heritage, but
suggests in ' is age of industrialization
that the handcrafted is still a part of
our tradition.
K

by Nancy Daugherty

hold its first business meeting, Friday, Feb.
6 at 7 p.m . in the South Conference Room

ARDEN’S

Christian Fitness Center

Two attendants needed by handi

Folk A rt Reflects Tradition

49457

616-821-2421.

everyday

(left) frame potential (photos

The Grand Valley student chapter of the
American Society of Safety Engineers will

are invited to attend.

utilized

by Nancy Daugherty).

| Seem s L ike O ld Times

of the Campus C«nt»r.
All interested
students as well a* prospective members

entertain
Resourceful

objects for their art. not over
looking the outhouse seat's

5 :30 - 7 :00 p.m., Calder Dance Studio.

BODY B U ILD IN G &
capped

ancestors

M odem Dance - free dance class, Tuesday

Mainetance, Kitchen help.

Lake

For more info,

call Debbi or D orothy: 895-6487.

musical

ment as well.

Student Artists

Directo's,

Specialists, Environmental Specialists,

Twin

provide

Funk: Very rhythmic, with multi-rhythms at times. Funk is a moving
music where accents are highlighted (i.e. Forth, Wind & Fire. Heatwave,
The Commodores, etc.).

p.m., Hudsonville Lanes.

Since the recent demise of the Clear
Hooter, The Lanthorn has agreed to
print announcements of a non-com
mercial nature in the “Whats'
Happening” column.
All non-commercial announcements
should be delivered no later than two
weeks prior to the event.
Classifieds have a base rate of
$1.50 for fifteen (15) words or less.
Each additional word is $.05 extra.
Bold or extralarge Type Face ads are
$.50 extra. Payment for classified ads
is due at the time of submission.
All classified ads are due the
Friday prior to the desired publication
date.
________________

and make good drawer*, but

Country/Country-Pop: Started decades and decades ago, beginning with
the first cowboy singing to his horse. Today, country music has been
turned into country-pop by the assimilation of minimal rock influences
(i.e. Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tanya Tucker, etc.).

What& Happening

Classifieds

C IG A R BOXES (above) not

only hold after dinner stogies
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M atmen Strive For Perfection In Upcoming Grand Valley Invitational
Tom Churchard in practice. Brian
Smith (134 lb) lost only one match, an
It was a tough, disappointing week 8-2 decision to Rob Parent of Central
end for nine Grand Valley State Mich. Door Granger, (142) also with
wrestlers. The event was a triple-duel two victories, lost by default to
meet at Central Mich University. Eastern's Jeff Walt when Granger
Central Michigan, Eastern Mich., Ferris twisted Walt’s arm in excess causing
State and Grand Valley State all ligaments to tear.
At 150 pounds Craig McManaman
locked boms in what proved to be an
was 1-2 for the afternoon loosing to
over all mediocre tourncment.
Central led the way, beating first Central and Ferris. Bob Tokarc yk
Eastern by a score of 29-14. Next also 1-2 was opened also by the 158
Ferris State fell victim 26-14, followed pounders from C.M.U. and F.S C.
Kent Briggs defeated the Bulldog's
by Grand Valley, who lost 23-18.
Ferris managed to down Eastern and Jim Vincent 6-2 and CM.U.’s Paul
the Lakers for a 2-1 record for the Salyers 9 4 in the 167 lb catagory*
afternoon. Grand Valley walked away Chase lost only Steve Goss of Central
with a 1-2 record able to defeat past while recording a 3:29 pin over Nick
French of Eastern and a 124 victory
one Squad, Eastern Mich. Eastern
however, lost all three encounters over Tony Sabatine of Ferris
blaming their poor performance and a
Dan Strickler usually a 177 pound
3-9 season record on low moral and
grapplcr
moved up to fill the 190 spot
coaching staff problems.
Jeff Henderson along with five and found the competition' quite
other Grand Valley matmen won tough. Strickler was defeated in all
two out of 3 bouts, none unfortunatly three matches.
Bob Farr suffered a shoulder separ
were able to capture all three.
ation
in practice, vacating the 190
Grand Valley’s 126 pound weight
pound spot which is the reason for
class
once again forfeited due
to a severely twisted ankle suffered by Strickler moving up.
by Roy Tinsley

D O RR G R A N G ER STRUGGLES agrinrt the firm grasp o f hit team
mate (photo by Bob Packard).

by Sue Shaub
Sports Editor

Well, Monday was Ground Hog Day and supposedly if a ground hog
comes out of his hole and sees his shadow there is six weeks until spring.
In Michigan we know that it means there is six weeks until six weeks until
six weeks until spring.
One might ask, what is there to do from now until spring? Aside from
attending Campus View keggers, of hitting Farmer John’s, here arc a
few suggestions that you might try.

Lakers Athletics Needs You
Like the old saying goes, if you can’t be an athlete, be an athletic
supporter. When the wrestling squad (currently ranked 4th in the Nation)
comes into town, which has been rare this season, you can catch the
exciting action the men generate.
All American Dorr Granger and Jeff Jiendcrson look like they will
again capture that ride this year along with heavy-weight Bill Ruegenstein
who also has a shot at it. The GVSC Invitational is this Saturday, Feb. 7
at Allendale High School. Competition begins at 10:00 a.m. for the
matmen.
Have you been to any of the women's basketball games? If you haven’t
yet you should try to make it to at least one, who knows, you might get
hooked. The old myth that women play boring, slow basketball has long
since faded away. The Lady Lakets, who are in top form these days, play
a fast paced, exciting game. If you watch them in action like I have seen
them. I guarantee you won't be dissapointed.
Laker fans can also watch the men's basketball squad is top form if
s ou catch them on the right day. The men are an exceptional squad with
outstanding freshmen talent like Jim Olesnavagc and John Kendzicky, plus
seniors Chris Chadwick, Ed Moultrie and company. Unfortunately the
men have yet to find a level of consistency as one day they will beat the
best team in th. conference then turn around and lose to one of the
worse.

D o n ’t F o rg e t F ield h o u se A ctivities
Don’t forget that in the fieldhouse there's' two rscquetball courts
and two squash courts. We wSI be running a feature story on squash and a
little information on the origin and rules at the game in next week's issue.
The weight room is also open no G-V. students (ladies art also welcome)
wanring to firm up those biceps and triceps and get in shape.
Whatever activity you choose to do please be careful and take all safety
precautions requited. Remember, a bump on the log is a bump on a log,
but a bump on the head harts!

Bab Packard).

by Sue Shaub

Ski H ill Now Open

It’s not too late to sign up for some of the intramurals still available.
The free throw shooting contest, table tennis doubles, volleyball, and
squash .egistrations are now being taken. For more information call the
fieldhouse at 895-7832 or the equipment issue room, 895-7812.

by

Sports

P at Baker Appointed
New Softball Coach

Six Weeks Until What?

Check Out Intramurals

. . . B U T NOW IT 'S Granger who has the situation under control (photo

Lanthorn

Onside With The Lakers

The ski hill is once again open now that we have been “ blessed” with an
abundance of snow. If you have your own skis there is no charge, rentals
cost only three dollars. For those who have never skied, this is an ideal
opportunity to learn. Since the ski hiii is subsidized by die government it
is the cheapest skiing around, 'Jid the equipment available is top quality.
Maybe you 11 have better luck than I did as I made my first attempt
(if you can call it that) to ski a couple of weeks ago. I’m just now recover
ing from the bruises that covered the lower half of my body.
! did alright, I guess, as long as I didn’t have to stop. I went straight
down the hill (praying the entire time) and if anyone got in my way they
went with me.
I have to give some of the credit to my friend Michele, who was my
instructor for the day. I can now say that she taught me everything I need
to know...about skiing. She was a big help though. If she wasn’t watching
me fall on my backside she was watching some interesting male figure
glide down the hill (yes, skiing does have certain advantages).
Actually the hardest part was getting back up on a slanted hill with
two long strips of fiberglass strapped to my feet after I fell. Needless to
say, it was close to impossible.
All in all I would classify the day as a learning experience (or semidisaster) for me and a good laugh for Michele.
But for those of you a bit more daring and adventurous should try it
at least once. Regular ski hours are Monday-Friday, 2p.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Who ' nows, you might like it. As for
me, I’ll stick to level grounds sport* that are less hazardous to my health.

Heavyweight
Bill
Rugenstein
"Chase is now at 177,this was his
grasped a 2-1 record for the day#
first meet at that weight....if we can
get Farr and Churchard back in the "Were looking forward to the Grand
line-up, well be set."Stated head coach Valley invitational this weekend it
should be an interesting meet.
Jim Scon.

FRESHM AN JIM O LSENAVAG E shows steady concentration as he
steals the tip jro m a Northwood foe (photo by Bob Packard).

Laker Cagers Bum Conference
Leaders 87-77 But Bow Down
To Ferris State Bulldogs 71-62
by Fred Garrett
Laker Coach Tom Villemure dis
played his usual cool demeanor in
the wake of an 87-77 conference win
over visiting Northwood last Thursday
night.
He had merely defeated the number
one team in the GLIAC (Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Conference).
With a reflective look in his eyes, he
remarked, “You know, when we
were 3-10 back in December I old the
players that we were still shoe ting for
a winning season it’s going to be
extremely difficult, but we are hanging
tough.”
The Lakers did much more than
just “hang tough” against the Norse
man. Vauinng to a 10-4 lead the
Lakers took control early, swishing
their first five outside shots. The lead
was expanded by eight when Ed
Moultrie fed John Kendzicky for a
stuff with 13:11 remaining in the half.
Three minutes later, Northwood
closed the gap to four capitalizing on
a Tim Moore technical foul. Grand
Valley then slowly pulled away be
hind the hot shooting of Vince Vogg
and Ed Moultrie.
Northwood came storming back
before the half and a Jim Somers
hoop allowed the gap to close at 32-31
as the half ended.
The second half saw Moultrie erupt
in a shooting display that dazzled the
home crowd. The smooth 6 ’2” guard
also caused the opponents numerous
turnovers and stopped a Northwood
fastbreak single handedly. It was weii
needed as Northwood traded bucket
for bucket with Grand Valley. Noted
Villemure. “ Ed has been on the verge
of being great for a long rime and now
he’s at that point that if be wants to,
he can.”
A Bob Stahlc layup and Moultrie
jumper put the Lakers back on top.
60-50, and then Olsenavage defied

An assistant coach will be named
this week who will help with the prac
tices that Baker cannot attend.
If this year’s current performance
is any indication of Baker's coaching
ability, then the softball team should
have nothing to worry about. As the
women’s head basketball coach,
Baker has taken a young inexperi-

Pat Baker will take on an addition
al responsibility this Spring, as Dr.
George McDonald (G.V.’s Athletic
Director) has named her the new
head softball coach at Grand Valley.
The 27 year old Wyoming, Mich,
native is a graduate of Grand Valley
State with a B.S. degree in Physical
Education and a teaching certificate.
She is in the process of earning
her masters degree in physical cdu
cation with emphasis in Athletic
Administration at Michigan State
University.
While competing in athletics at
Grand Valley, Baker earned 11 varsity
letters in three sports: basketball,
softball and volleyball.
Baker has been the only female
in Grand Valley’s history to receive
the Charles Irwin Scholar Athlete
Award, which was given to her in
1974-75.
Baker compiled a 32-6 fast pitch
record in only three seasons as a
Grand Valley Laker.
Her college
career batting average was .395.
Baker has competed in numerous
"I have no doubt as to Pat's
summer league fast pitch programs.
ability to co«ch. She has ad
In 1976, thrujgh 1978 Baker was
ministered
the
basketball
elected to the all-star team of »’ wellprogram properly and is an
known Wyoming Whirlpools.
outstanding
coach"
—Dr.
In 1979 Baker was the assistant
George MacDonald (photo
coach of the Whirlpools and last
Courtesy of Media Relations).
summer was the assistant coach for
the Wyoming Royals.
enced squad and has made them con
Some of last year’s softball players ference contenders.
questioned Baker’s ability to coach the
After a dismal 3-2 league start,
Softball team (which is now practic Baker has pulled her team together
ing) while the basketball squad is bare and watched them take command to
ly half-way through their season.
a current 8-2 GL1AC mark and hot
Dr. MacDonald has no doubts on conference leader Wayne State's
about picking Baker as the new tail.
Softball coach, "I have no doubts as
Pat Baker has proven herself a
to Pat’s ability to coach. She has winner as the ladies’s basketball
administered the basketball program coach. Whether back to back sports
properly and is an outstanding coach," will be too much of a strain for her
is yet to be seen.
he said

the rules of logic as he pulled up and
swished 3 twenty foot jumpers to hold
off a threatening rally by the visitors.
“We were in our delay to score
offensively and the shots involved a
slight risk but it just shows the tre
mendous confidence we have in Jim.”
Moultrie ended with 25 points,
Olsenavage 16 and Vogg 18, featuring
7 for 7 accuracy.
Saturday the tables turned on the
Lakers as visiting Ferris State made the
road to a winning season look a bit
more difficult in
beating Grand
Valley 71-62. Thursday’s stars were
practically non-cxistant as Moultrie,
Vogg and Olsenavage were all shut
down. Grand Valley missed crucial
close buckets, committed many turn
overs, and lacked the “take control’’
attitude displayed Thursday night.
“It was the sort of game in which
we did not become the aggressor. Our
defensive intensity was good, but it
had to be great if we are going to
win,” Villemure said.
Unable to stop Gerald Busby’s
hand-offs into
6’7” Tim Lesko,
Villemure’s cagers had to fight back
from a 35-25 halftime deficit.
Chris Chadwick made a noble effort
in trying to bring the squad back by
hitt<ng 16 of his 19 points in the first
13 minutes of the second half.
Chadwick brought Grand Valley to
Intramural athletics are in full
within two, 54-52. but Lesko and ill
swing again.
Mark Leighton (a former Laker
Eight winter semester sports
player) answered and when Busby and
are being offered but unfortuDale Beard warmed up, the Parents
nately the deadline for the
Day crowd headed for the exits.
registration in three of them has
A golden opportunity to dose the
passed. Four-person basketball.
gap was Mown as a Laker player lost
raquctball singles and 8-ball
control of the ball on an uncontested
pool registration dates have
layup, with 1:42 remaining and
passed.
Grand Valley down by six. Unfortun
There is still rime to partrciately. that told the story of a game in
which Grand Valley failed to make the
most of its opportunities, in the end.
Ferris didn’t beat the Lakers, the
Lakers beat themadves.

INTRAMURALS
pate in the freethrow shooting
contest for all you hot hands.
No need to register, just show
up o r February 16d. or 17th
between 6:30 to 8:30 pjn.
Table tennis doubles, volleyball
and squash registration dates are
dosed March 13th. So anyone
bored with the long winter days
at Grand Valley should check
out intramurals.
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Freshmen Star Shines

Tracksters Off To Quick Start
by George Boers

CHRIS WOLTER IS DETERMINED to go up for a iho t while aurrounded by the arm* of the Northwood 1
(about by Bob Packard).

M ast Drops Double D igets On Bulldogs;
Women’s Basketball Team Wins Sixth Straight
by Sue Shaub
Sports Editor
Ferris State couldn't hold off Deb
Mast or the rest of the Laker squad
as Grand Valley chewed up the Bull
dogs 82-64.
Mast, only a sophomore, played
more like an experienced senior as
she exploded for 26 points and led her
team to their sixth straight win with
five of them being conference games.
Mast collected most of her points
from the top of die key in which
her aim was deadly. Aside from being
a powerful offensive weapon, Mast
was tough on defense and led the
Laker’s fast break attack.
"We knew Ferris the guards didn't
get back on defense, so Deb was in
charge of running the fast break,
which she did," said Baker.
Mast is also in charge of relaying
the plays that Baker calls from the
bench.

“If I don’t call out a play then she
calls one out. Deb is very good at
listening for the play coming in,"
Baker added.
Mast, however, wasn’t the only
Laker in the game. Mary Lenhard
connected for 17 points and Chris
Wolter and Teri Leach hit for 14 and
11 points against Ferris.
Ferris State was never really in the
game after the first two minutes.
Grand Valley took control from then
on, and with 5:03 left in the game, the
women had built a 29 point lead.
The Laker defense was awesome as
the Ferris players couldn’t penetrate
and was forced to take unsuccessful
bombers.
Grand Valley had little
trouble handling the Bulldogs' man to
man defense as they ran their plays
well and unlike Ferris worked the ball
inside and hit the open man outside
the key. If centers Martha Schmitt
and Kari Allen d idn 't'g et the ball
under the bucket, then Mary Lenhard
and Chris Wolter were swishing in the

puppy shots from the side. Grand
Valley shot an exceptional 50% from
the floor and 77% from the charity
strip.
Two earlier contests in the week
were not as intense as the Ferris
State game, but nonetheless, the
Lakers won both of them.
The women downed Northwood
Institue 60-56 and whipped Adrian
College 71-52. Mary Lenhard chipped
in 22 game high points against Northwood followed by Teri Leach who
had 12 points and 1C assists.
In the Adrian defeat, Teri Leach
again found the net as she swished in
16 points with Mast and Edick
collecting
14
and
10 points
respectively.
Saturday, Feb. 7, the women travel
to Saginaw Valley then come home
and take on Big Ten powerhouse
University of Michigan on Tuesday,
Feb. 10 at Allendale High School
Game time is 7 :00 p.m.

NCAA Awaits New Role In Women’s Sports
(CPS)
The furor that greeted the
National Collegiate Athletic Associa
tion's (NCAA) recent decision to try
to take over women’s athletics has
settled into a guarded caution, as
college athletic directors adopt a "wait
and see” attitude about the NCAA's
plan to sponsor national competitions
for women.
"Everybody’s trying to get a sense
of how everybody else feels about the
NCAA’s decision,"
says Judith
Holland, women’s athletic director at
UCLA. “ A lot of schools are calling
me just wanting to know what I’m
doing about it.”
James Jarrctt, athletic director at
Old Dominion University, a power
house in women’s basketball, says only
that the NCAA will provide "addi
tional opportunities for women s
athletics.” He adds that ODU has not
decided yet whether to participate in
the new NCAA competitions or in the
-hampionship tournament already
offered by the Association for Inter
collegiate
Athletics for Women
(AIAW), which ODU has won the last
two years in a row.
For the last ten years, the AIAW
has sponsored all 17 national champ
ionships for women.
Under the
NCAA’s new program, officially
adopted at the organization’s conven
tion in January, twelve of those com
petitions will also be sponsored
«cparately by the NCAA, beginning
next fall.
Holland suggests that larger schools
will probably opt to retain membership in both organizations, which is
allowable under the NCAA s new
rules. She says that twelve of UCLA’s
teams will participate solely in the
NCAA, while the five sports not in
cluded in the new program - including
badminton, crew, and soccer - will re
main with the AIAW.
Richard Perry, athletic director at
University

of

Southern

California,

plans to operate his women’s teams
under A IA W rules, even if some o f
them

compete in N C A A champtoo-

A ip s.

“ The

A IA W

beneficial

has a much

scholarship

mote

program.”

Perry notes, “ but under the A IA W
tae cannot recruit. WcTl retair
in both until s

roles are better for us.’

Donna Lopiano, president of the
AIAW. feels that despite the initial
caution, schools will make their
decisions very quickly. She cited the
NCAA’s practice of providing trans
portation to tournament participants
as a big factor in the minds of many
athletic directors.
“Who can pass up economic ad
vantages like that? ” she asks.
But in opting for such monetary
advantages, schools will not be doing
women’s athletics a favor, Lopiano
contends.
"I doubt whether women will be
the NCAA,” she conjectures. "Women
have a lot to lose in all this.”
Perry, a member of both organiza
tions, disagrees.
"If the NCAA hadn’t also passed a
proposal to reorganize the governance
structure and include women in
making their own decisions, we
wouldn’t participate in the NCAA,” he
says. "But because of that reorganiz
ation, we think the NCAA champion
ships themselves will offer more to
women participants.”
Perry also speaks of the “excellent
long-range possibilities for women’s
athletics’’ in the NCAA. With one or
ganization sponsoring both men’s and
women’s competitions, he dreams of
merging the two.

For example, he foresees holding
both the men’s and women’s national
basketball championships in the same
location during the same weekend
within a few years. This would give
women much broader television cover
age.
Perry, a member of the NCAA com
mittee exploring such possibilities, also
envisions a single championship in in
dividual sports, such as swimming,
tennis, and gymnastics. In such a pro
gram, individual events would be single
sex, with the scores of both men and
women tabulated together to achieve a
team score.
“ Hypothetically, we could someday
determine not the best women’s tennis
team and the best men’s tennis team,
but the best tennis school,” he says.

MAY-UN
Nurses & Technicians
Uniforms
Women Sizes 2 & Up
Men Sizes 34 & Up
Women’s Shoes 4Vz & Up
19 NORTH 7TH
GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN
P H O N E -8 4 6 4 3 3 0

Grand Valley’s track team got off
to a flying start as they defeated Spring
Arbor College this Saturday, but lost
to Aquinas by only 5 points.
Taking top honors in the duel
meet was freshman Curtis Fields.
Fields took first place finishes in the
long jump (21 'h ft.), the 50 yd. dash
recording an outstanding time of 5.5
seconds and captured the 300 yd.
dash.
John Harroxx was the medalist in
the pole vaulting as he soared 10V4 ft.
Mike Woods was timed at 6.8
seconds in the high hurdles, good for
a Laker first and Del DeWecrd, with
a time of 52.5 seconds, took the 440
yd. running event.
In the 880 yd. race, Doug Kuiper
was the medalist as he crossed the
finish line at 2:01.6 minute mark.
Also successful was the mile relay
team of John Stark, Dave Lodes,
Del DeWecrd, and Doug Kuiper.
Curtis Smith took a second in the
long jump and the high hurdles as did
Hubert Massey in the shot put. Also
taking second place honors were
John Stark in the 600 yd. run and
Phil Green in the 50 yd. dash (5-7
seconds).
Dave Lodes recorded a
time of 224.5 minutes in the 1,000
yd. run for another Laker second place
finish.
Said Coach Clingcr, "I was very
pleased with the way my team did
today.”
The track team was without the
services of milcr Jeff Chadwick who
was sick and Lynn Bradley who is
out with a sprained ankle.

A LAST SEASON sprinter shows the speed and style the Lakers will
need to be conference contenders this saason (file photo).
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Full Selection Of
BEER, W INE,
LIQUOR, SNACKS & SUBS

Asst. KEGS Available
10% Discount On Orders Of
5 or More Kegs
HOURS

SAILING
If anyone is interested in joining
the sailing club, come to the north
conference room Feb. 18, at 3.30
Any questions contact Danny
Walker at ext. 295.

STORE

9:30-11:00 Mon. - Thurs.
9:30-11:30 Fri.-Sat.
PHONE 895-7626
Across from water tower, just off of GVSC campus

Also visit GVL 1 next to bowling lanes on M-45

The INTEREST rate
Is h ig h a t

Books
"R ecords

Tottery

01638 Lake Mich. Drive NW
Grand Rapids. Ml 49504
(Right n u t to rwmei John’s)
OPEN Mon.-Sat. 12:00 • 5:00
(oi whenerer lights ire on!!)
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